
La Belle Province’s Entry Into the 1st Canadian IP 

Most of the participants of the 1st Canadian IP will have heard a good deal 

about the Normans > Roy and Doreen.  Roy and Doreen have been strong 

supporters of the concept since the IP Foundation Meeting in Avon Park of 

November, 2008.  Roy is a past president of the CNSA; to read about his tenure 

of office, click: http://www.theshuffler.org/Roy_Norman_Bio.pdf   

Roy and Doreen thought it would be a great idea to get the PQ Team together at 

their residence in Ayer’s Cliff, PQ where among their condominiums can be 

found Shuffleboard Courts!!  PQ player Gerard Rioux was coming to Magog 

(close by to Ayer's Cliff) to celebrate his sister's 90th birthday.   Gerard has had 

a diverse experience flying airplanes, including making his very first 

amphibious landing on “beautiful Georgian Bay”!!  We just may hear some good 

stories while on the cruise!!  

Others on the PQ Team are Rosemary Otmar, shuffler extraordinaire who we 

see frequently in ON and in FL.  Rosemary, now living in St. Eustache, about 

30km from Montreal, represented Canada at the 27th ISA in Coolangatta, 

Australia in 2008.  

We cannot forget the Huots, Nicole and Andre!! Both are competent and most 

respected and successful shufflers on the FL circuit!!  Nicole and Andre have 

agreed to captain the Quebec IP Team!!  

There is another pair of shufflers on the PQ team, a couple brought to my 

attention by Bob & Gail Saunders of BC. I had met Karen Fodchuk and Dennis 

Trudel while participating in the White Swan held in Athabasca, AB in 2005, 

and recommended them to Roy and Doreen.  A great and enthusiastic couple!  

Roy refers to them as “our stalwart team mates Karen and Denis” even though 

he has never yet met them!!  I just happened to have a photo from the White 

Swan, and Webmaster Alf was able to mysteriously insert Dennis and Karen 

into the Ayer’s Cliff Team Photo.  Accordingly, we are able to bring to you the 

complete Quebec IP Team.  (See the photo in the margin) From left to right 

Andre, Nicole, Gerard, Rosemary, Dennis, Roy, Doreen & Karen.   

Thank you so much Roy and Doreen for your continuing support of 

Shuffleboard.  You have set the example. We now want to hear from all other 

Team Captains with a similar exciting story!!    

Stan McCormack, CNSA President, 2009 07 10.      
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